We propose and experimentally demonstrate a novel and simple tunable passively mode-locked fiber ring laser. A polarization-dependent Mach-Zehnder amplitude modulator is used to replace the polarizer inside the cavity. When the modulator is biased at different voltages and without any rf input signal, we obtain a stable soliton pulse train with repetition rates from 50 to 300 GHz.
Introduction
To meet the rapidly expanding demand for high-speed communication systems, an ultra-high-speed soliton light source is indispensable not only for the development of ultra-high-speed optical time division multiplexing ͑OTDM͒ but also for future ultra-high-speed dense wavelength division multiplexing ͑DWDM͒ communications. 1 Actively mode-locked fiber ring lasers have been shown to be an attractively inexpensive all-optical light source to generate high-speed, ultrashort pulse trains up to 40 GHz. Due to the limit of the ''electronics neck,'' it is difficult to increase the repetition rate further. Usually passively modelocked fiber lasers can generate very narrow femtosecond pulses but with very low repetition rates on the order of megahertz. 2 This frequency cannot be varied if the cavity is not redesigned. But any change in cavity will require a very long time to readjust the polarization in order to realize mode-locking in passively mode-locked fiber lasers. Bound soliton phenomena were first observed by our group in a passively mode-locked fiber ring laser 3 and we were able to increase the repetition rate. We also presented 4 that 660-GHz soliton pulse trains were observed in a modified passively mode-locked fiber ring laser, which was based on a complex four-wave mixing ͑FWM͒ process. 5 Owing to the simplicity of its configuration, the exploitation of FWM lasers has attracted growing attention.
The demerit of it is that its repetition rate can not be varied. Here we present that in a modified passively modelocked fiber ring laser, we used a M-Z amplitude modulator to replace the polarizer inside the cavity. Without any rf signal input, when the bias voltage was set at different voltages, the repetition rate of the output pulses changed accordingly, and we obtained a minimum of 50 GHz and up to a 300-GHz stable pulse train. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the actively modelocked fiber ring laser. The cavity length is around 76 m, which comprises an 8-m-long erbium-doped fiber ͑Erϩ concentration ϳ2000 ppm͒. A pigtailed 1480-nm laser diode is used to pump the laser. Unidirectional operation of the laser is enforced by the inclusion of a polarizationindependent isolator in the cavity. A Fabry-Perot ͑F-P͒ filter with a 3-dB bandwidth of 5.8 nm is inserted in the cavity to control the wavelength. A 40-GHz bandwidth LiNbO 3 M-Z amplitude modulator was inserted into the cavity to replace the polarizer. Due to its polarization dependence, we can utilize it as a tunable 'polarizer.' From the modulator's transfer curve, it is well known that when we adjusted the bias voltage, its transmittivity and the extinction ratio of this 'polarizer' was changed accordingly. 50-m dispersion- shifted fiber ͑DSF͒ and 1.1-m dispersion compensation fiber ͑DCF͒ were added to increase nonlinearity and to compensate the cavity dispersion, respectively. The laser pump power was kept high by setting the pump current at 600 mA or above, which is equivalent to 120 mW approximately. By carefully adjusting the polarization controller, mode locking can be realized and a highspeed soliton train can be generated. When the different dc bias voltage of the modulator was set, the pulses would transform to be of different mode-locked frequencies. Hence, the ring laser was described as tunable. The modelocked frequencies obtained were around 50, 130, and 300 GHz. There are even narrow continuously tunable ranges for each repetition rate, respectively, for example, from 45 to 60 GHz, 100 to 160 GHz, and 280 to 310 GHz and so on. Some results are displayed in Fig. 2 , which is the modulator transfer curve; the insets give the outputs of the autocorrelator and their corresponding bias voltages. Figures  3͑a͒ to 3͑c͒ illustrate the corresponding optical spectrum of Fig. 2 during mode-locked situations, with repetition rates at 50, 130, and 300 GHz, respectively. At each fixed condition, it can keep stable output for several minutes. If the hyperbolic pulse profiles are assumed, their pulsewidths are 7.8, 3.2, and 1.4 ps, respectively, and then the product of time and bandwidth are all less than 0.4, which means the output pulses are all almost Fourier transform limited.
Experimental Configuration and Results
The mechanism of producing such high-repetition-rate pulse trains and simulations has been presented by Thibaut, 5 based on the complex-FWM process. It is well known that dispersion influence is very obvious in the FWM effect; it decides the phase matching and frequency. The reason why our laser is tunable is that the bias changes the modulator's refractive index, leading to a different optical path in the cavity, which in turn leads to different dispersion. This will change the value of the dispersion parameter. Thus, different repetition rates are generated. When working at other regions, for example, the flat transfer curve regime where the bias is below 3.0 V, we also attained different high-speed output pulses.
Conclusions
A passively complex-FWM mode-locked fiber soliton ring laser was established in which an amplitude modulator without rf signal input was used to replace the polarizer inside the cavity. Its output repetition rate can be tuned. When the bias voltage of the modulator was adjusted, its transmissibility was changed accordingly, which may lead to the change of refractive index and dispersion, so that a stable and tunable rate from 50 to 300 GHz is obtained.
